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Harvest Time
The members of an urban tribe are brutally murdered and left for dead. Who could do such a thing?
Vampires, ghouls, gangs, or just some crazed lunatic? Nope, a greedy corporation that needs fresh
organs! Help recover the evidence before it is destroyed and stop them!
Harvest Time is the third adventure in the Rose Croix series for the Shadowrun game system and the
Shadowrun Missions campaign setting in particular. It is designed for lower experience levels, but can be
adapted for higher level characters. For use with Shadowrun, Third Edition ™
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Harvest Time
Darkness had long since crept across the sprawl –
soon, the light of a new day would break from the east,
but for now, only the darkness existed, and Jimbo. After
years of living in the Redmond Barrens, Jimbo still has
difficulty falling asleep. Protective instincts, some might
say, since Jimbo is the leader of a small “urban tribe”
known as the Raikun. Day to day they live by scavenging
what they find and selling it to the highest bidder. Life is
hard in the Sprawl, but their wits allow them to remain
active.
Interrupting his thoughts, Kip, the tribe shaman
entered Jimbo’s shack. Kip informed him that Rat, the
tribe’s totem, had sent him a message, one of dire portent.
Jimbo knows that their tribe’s totem isn’t a chatty one, so
when they receive messages, he pays attention. Waking
his family first, he moved on to Ron, the father of the
other family sharing their ramshackle shanty. Not waiting
for everyone to awaken, Jimbo instructed Ron to take
everyone to hide deeper in the rubble. Then he moved off
into the night to awaken the rest of the tribe…
Taggert could not believe his eyes . The recon of the
warehouse was supposed to be simple, just a little cruise
with a rotordrone through the early morning hours of the
Barrens. The rest of his team would be waiting for the
“GO” signal so that they could hit the warehouse. Even
his team would have it easy—they just needed to get into
the warehouse and take some pictures of the chemicals
being stored there, and grab a few samples. Nothing, of
course, is ever ‘simple’ in the shadows.
As the rotordrone approached slowly in whisper
mode, Taggert began to focus the starlight lens of the
main camera upon the hilltop. The warehouse was clearly
visible, as was a small collection of ramshackle buildings
along the base of the hillside—squatterville central.
Taggert paused the drone in a hover as something strange
caught his attention. Four dark forms were moving into
the hovels below the warehouse. What he saw next almost
made him wretch on the van’s floor.
It was too late for the Raikun—the danger was
already there. Four armed forms skulk up to the edge of
their encampment, each one entering into a different
shack. While the others attempted to reach the safety of
the hidden underground shelter, Jimbo ran towards the
closest shanty to rescue its inhabitants. All he could hear
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was a slight coughing sound coming from inside. As he
stepped into the doorway, he was greeted by a horrific
sight – a woman and two children lay dead on the ground,
a shadowy figure crouched above them. Jimbo’s only
action was to scream in disbelief at the carnage before
him. The figure spun about and in one swift motion,
brought his weapon level with Jimbo’s chest. The
suppressed sound of two submachine gun rounds barely
registered in Jimbo’s brain as they passed through his
chest. Jimbo fell to the ground, unable to move a muscle.
But he wasn’t dead yet, unfortunately for him. His last
sight before losing consciousness was a scalpel digging
into his face to extract his right eye. For some unknown
reason, his left was spared…
A few moments later, the few survivors of the Raikun
find Jimbo near death. With the help of Kip’s magic, he
regains consciousness only to witness the horrible: the
attackers had killed nearly all the Raikun, and in an
incredibly brutal way. Every corpse had been gutted like a
fish, the body parts grossly extracted. The tribe’s only
surviving members consists of the two families of his
shack, and Kip. Everyone else was butchered in the
attack. Some of the encampment’s neighbors offered
themselves to help clean the place and to burn the
corpses, as there was just nowhere to bury them in the
hard ground and cement, and to keep the devil rats,
ghouls, and other scavengers from claiming the bodies.
During this time, Kip performed the ceremonial rituals —
the other survivors moved about the other shelters, trying
to recover anything still of value. Jimbo, during this time,
contemplated the shattered world around him with his
remaining eye.
Once the pyre had burned low, the remnants of the
Raikun gathered for a meeting. It was decided that they
could no longer stay here. Rat would lead their way to a
new home, and vengeance. And Jimbo knew that he and
the remaining twelve tribesmen and women would know
no barriers to avenge the other three dozen of their
brethren who had fallen to this brutal slaughter…
While the remains of the Raikun piled into a
dilapidated VW Superkombi to take them to their new
home, four men stood before Devon Tyler, known to
them only as “Mr. Johnson.” He examined the contents of
the cooler that now sat before him on the ground, the
freshly harvested organs a dull red inside their zipped
plastic bags. They would soon be transferred to the
temporary biomedical containment facility that had been
set up in the Fort Lewis clinic. Tyler turned to the four
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men in front of them, their hard, steely expressions
revealing nothing of their night’s work.
“No survivors, I assume?” Devon inquired.
One of the runners answered “Well boss, there’s this
guy… We had to leave in a hurry and I only could get one
of his eyes, but I’m pretty sure he’s dead now.”
“Imbeciles! Get yourselves back out there and clean
up your mess. If this guy is still alive, he could talk—
you’ll have to get rid of him quick. Now leave!” Devon
knew that if this kind of operation was brought to the
public, DocWagon would lynch him or worse. Not just
the local subsidiary, but the main branch as well. They
could ill afford the press this would receive. It was a
mistake that had to be corrected. It was also a great
opportunity for their rivals, such as that upstart firm, Rose
Croix, to grab a part of the competition…
Shelly Paterson’s daily ritual always started with a
decaf latte while sorting through her emails from the night
before. Today was no different, except that she had a
small package waiting for her on top of her workstation.
She set it aside as she powered up the unit and logged into
the system. Shelly kept glancing sideways at the small
package as her email opened – her avatar immediately
began gesturing frantically for her to open one of the
emails . It was from Taggert, a friend of her roommate.
Taggert was evidently responsible for the small box, and
he said that if she liked what was inside, she (or her
superiors) could transfer whatever amount of nuyen they
felt was fair to the numbered account he’d sent in the
email. Now she was intrigued. Opening the box, she
found an optical chip. Slotting it into her workstation, it
immediately came up on the vidscreen. The light green
tinge told her she was probably looking at some footage
from a lowlight camera of some sort. Even though the
images were at first hard to make out, they quickly
sharpened, as did her intake of breath. She popped the
chip out of the socket and rushed down to the end of the
hall – the office of Rose Croix’s president and CEO,
Walter Broward.

played the video stream. The man sat emotionless while it
played out, and remained quiet for a moment.
“What is it that you would like me to do?” he asked
Broward.
Broward punched a few keys and brought up some
datafiles. “First, I want you to commend Ms. Paterson on
bringing this to my attention, and give her the rest of the
day off. Then, I want you to contact this number – it’s a
Brit that goes by The Saint. Have him gather a team
together, specifically these individuals, if he can get them;
otherwise, let him choose. Set up a meeting by noon and
take the video with you. This is your chance, Vinny – you
wanted to be a Johnson and work the covert side…don’t
screw it up!”
“Of course, sir, I’ll take care of it right away!”
“Good, by the close of business, I want to have that
one-eyed man and whatever other information you can
find – tomorrow, we take it public!”

Broward looked across the desk at Vincent Capello.
The man’s pointed nose looked out of place on the rest of
his face, but Broward knew he could trust the man to get
the job done. He would have to. “Vinny, our efforts have
paid off. DocWagon has made the next move as I knew
they would have to – and luckily for us, we can take
advantage of the situation earlier than I expected.” He
simply turned the screen so that Capello could see it, and
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INTRODUCTION
Harvest Time is a Shadowrun Missions campaign
adventure. It is the third adventure in the Rose Croix story
arc/campaign setting. This is only the adventure portion
of Harvest Time – the maps, player handouts, sample
characters, and other playing aids are included in SRM0103B, Harvest Time Playing Aids.

Preparing the Adventures
Harvest Time is intended for use with Shadowrun,
Third Edition, and all character and rules information
refers to the third edition of the Shadowrun rules. The
Shadowrun Gamemaster Screen is a recommended
resource, since it contains all of the necessary tables
organized for easy reference and is accompanied by the
Critters book, which provides more detailed information
on the abilities of various paranormal creatures and
spirits. Also, Mr. Johnson’s Little Black Book contains
quick resolution rules for matrix runs and vehicle combat,
as well as rules for reputation.
Other books that gamemasters may find useful in
running the adventure including the following:
• Magic in the Shadows, which presents advanced
magic rules for Shadowrun. A number of the encounters
in this scenario involve powerful magic, so these rules
may be useful.
• New Seattle provides an overview of the Seattle
Metroplex during the 2060s, including the downtown area
where this scenario takes place. Gamemasters may find
this a useful reference for background information on this
area.
• The Sprawl Survival Guide contains valuable
background information about daily life in the 2060s, as
well as information about service drones, of which one is
featured in this adventure.
Gamemasters may also want access to the other
advanced rulebooks of Shadowrun: Man & Machine
(cyberware, bioware and other implants), Matrix (decking
and computers), Rigger 3 (vehicles and drones) and
Cannon Companion (weapons and gear). These books are
useful, but not necessary, for running Harvest Time once
you are familiar with any gear or abilities which are used
within this adventure.
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Adventure Structure
Harvest Time consists of several scenarios, or
encounters. Some of these scenarios form the basis of the
adventure, which should be completed in approximately
two hours. If you are running short on time, you should
streamline each scenario and be a little more generous
with clues, target numbers, and other requirements to aid
in guiding the players through the adventure.
Each scenario outlines the most likely sequence of
events, as well as how to handle unexpected twists and
turns that inevitably crop up. Each one contains the
following subsections, providing gamemasters with all the
information necessary to run it.
What’s up, chummer? provides a quick synopsis of
the scenario’s action, allowing you to get a feel for the
encounter at a glance.
Tell it to them straight is generally written to be read
out loud to the players, describing what their characters
experience upon entering the scenario. You should feel
free to modify the narrative as much as desired to suit the
group and the situation, since the characters may arrive at
the scenario by different means or under different
circumstances than the text assumes.
Hooks describes the mood and helps set the stage for
the encounter, pointing out different “staging tips” for the
gamemaster to help make the scene come alive for the
players. It also points out different plot twists or hidden
things in the encounter the character might not notice
right away.
Behind the scenes covers the bulk of the scenario,
describing what’s happening, what the non-player
characters are doing, how they will react to the player
characters’ actions and so forth. It also covers s the setting
of the encounter, going over environmental conditions
and other properties of the location as well as providing
any necessary maps, descriptions of important items, and
so on.
Pushing the envelope looks at ways to make the
encounter more challenging for experienced or powerful
characters and other ways you can add some “extra spice”
to the scenario to liven it up, if need be.
Debugging offers solutions to potential problems that
may crop up during the encounter. While it’s impossible
to foresee everything that a group of player characters
might do, this section tries to anticipate any major
problems and offer suggestions for dealing with them.
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Gamemastering the Adventure

Step Four: Don’t Panic!

Gamemastering is more of an art than a science, and
every gamemaster does things a bit differently. Follow
your own personal style when it comes to preparing and
running the adventure and do whatever you feel is best to
provide the best Shadowrun game you can for your
players. Most Shadowrun Missions adventures are
designed to run in a standard four to five hour convention
time slot. You should leave at least 15-20 minutes at the
end of the time slot to complete any necessary paperwork
and pass out the players’ “Debriefing Logs” (see below).
This section offers some guidelines you may find useful
in preparing to run Harvest Time (or any Shadowrun
Missions adventure).

Gamemastering involves juggling a lot of different
things. Sometimes you drop the ball and forget something
or you just make a mistake. It happens, don’t worry about
it. Nobody is perfect all of the time and everybody makes
mistakes. Just pick up from there and move on. Your
players will understand and forget about it once you get
back into the action.

Step One: Read The Adventure
Carefully read the adventure from beginning to end.
In the case of a multi-part adventure, you may want to
read all the parts from start to finish before you run the
first part. This gives you a complete overview of the
whole series and how events in the early adventures flow
in to the later ones on up to the finale. Get a feel for the
overall plot and what happens in each adventure. That
way, if something different happens, you won’t be caught
off guard and you can adapt things smoothly.

Step Two: Take Notes
Take notes for yourself while reading through the
adventure that you can refer to later on. Possible things to
note include: major plot points (so you can see them all at
a glance), the names of various non-player characters,
possible problems you notice, situations where you think
a particular character can shine and other things you’ll
want to keep in mind while running the adventure.

Step Three: Know The Characters
Prior to the start of the adventure, examine the
characters’ record sheets and Debriefing Logs for your
reference and have basic information about their
important abilities handy so you can refer to it during
play. Also go over the characters and keep their previous
events listed on the Debriefing Logs in mind when
determining non-player character actions in various
scenarios if such a dynamic has been included.
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General Adventure Rules
Shadowrun Missions adventures use the rules
presented in Shadowrun, Third Edition (SR3) and various
sourcebooks for the game. In addition, there are some
“house rules” which the campaign uses to govern various
aspects of the game, accounting for character
advancement, and metagaming activities. Standard rules
such as success tests, the Rules of One and Six,
Perception Tests, Negotiation Tests and other common
mechanics are described in SR3 and are not repeated in
this adventure. Special rules regarding the Shadowrun
Missions campaign can be found online and downloaded
for your convenience.

Non-Player Characters
Non-player characters (NPCs) are essential to any
adventure. They are the allies, antagonists and
background characters in the adventure that interact with
the player characters. NPCs in this adventure have already
been created and can be found in the Cast of Shadows
section.
The NPCs in this adventure should generally stand up
to the average player character, but may need some
adjustment to suit a particular group of characters,
especially a more experienced and powerful group. The
scenarios and NPC descriptions offer tips on adjusting the
NPCs to suit the abilities of the characters in your group.
Take the player characters’ abilities into consideration
when assessing the NPCs in this adventure and modify
them accordingly.
All NPCs are given Karma Pool (p. 246, SR3) and
Professional Rating (p. 248, SR3) to help level them out
against player characters. Note that some NPCs may have
a variable Karma Pool or other attributes or abilities based
on the composition of the team.
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Campaign Background
Harvest Time is the third adventure in the Rose Croix
story arc. Hopefully, they have also played SRM01-01
Double Cross, and any other SRM01 series adventures
prior to this .
Walter Broward (formerly known as Michael
Davenport) has been called the next Damien Knight. His
meteoric rise in DocWagon Seattle hit a glass ceiling
when he became Chief Operations Officer – no matter
what he proposed to grow the business, it seemed that the
shortsightedness of the company’s CEO would overrule
him. He decides that he can go it alone and hatches an
elaborate plan. First, he hires two teams of shadowrunners
– one to evacuate from the clutches of DocWagon, and
one as a diversion that would make an “assassination”
look believable.
After returning from the Caribbean League with
cosmetic surgery, he set about establishing his empire. He
would compete directly against DocWagon as Rose
Croix, a biomedical technology company that would
provide medical services, as well as bid on those lucrative
contracts that DocWagon would never touch. In order to
speed along DocWagon’s weakening in the corporate
arena, Broward planned a chess match of shadowruns that
would help to weaken the de facto heavyweight in the
sprawl while strengthening Rose Croix.
The first move was against the vault, a secure facility
where DocWagon stored tissue samples, full clonal
bodies, and donor organs for their customers. The facility
was also the main center for vat-grown tissue
development. Shadowrunners acting on Broward’s behalf
entered this facility and made off with some of the higher
profile clones, and some tissue samples as well. The rest
of the organs and tissues were destroyed, leaving
DocWagon Seattle seriously crippled. Many of their
Platinum contracts began shifting over to Rose Croix.

them in chronological order. At the conclusion of each
adventure, the character receives a “Debriefing Log”
which outlines the actions that were taken by the
character – some of these actions and their consequences
are included in future adventures to create a more vibrant
setting where a character can affect future results.

Campaign Synopsis
Shadowrun Missions allows players in remote areas
as well as those that participate in convention events to be
part of a world wide Shadowrun campaign setting. Each
player can use their character in any approved Shadowrun
Missions adventure and earn karma and nuyen, just as if
they were participating in a “home game”. The campaign
runs on a two year story arc, which will also include
various sub-plots and other story lines on a limited basis.
While it is not important that a character participate in
every single adventure, an attempt should be made to play
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HARVEST TIME

PLOT SYNOPSIS
DocWagon is currently experiencing a shortage on
organs. Since replacement organs are often the only way to
save someone’s life after an accident, clients pay a lot of
money to ensure they receive a compatible organ, should the
unthinkable occur. Fifty years ago, the best organs came from
a “universal donor” who had Type O blood. These individuals,
however, were pretty rare; only a small percentage of the
population has this blood type. But these days, it’s easy to get
access to compatible organs thanks to advances in
biotechnology and cloning – health insurance agencies and
firms such as DocWagon take tissue samples of their
wealthiest clients in order to grow replacement organs and
store them in vats of nutrients until needed. Even regular
clients can have tissue samples taken, but usually must still
require an organ donor until a more suitable replacement can
be grown from their tissue sample.
However, a recent series of shadowruns targeting
DocWagon’s Seattle division have destroyed and/or stolen
much of their Type O organs and many of the special vatgrown organs that their customers have come to depend on.
This has forced DocWagon to take extreme measures to refill
their supplies. Growing new organs takes time, and the bulk of
their clients still require donor organs to hold them over—they
had to find an alternative way. That’s why Devon Tyler, a low
profile DocWagon executive now responsible for overseeing
the temporary organ storage facility in Fort Lewis received a
memo, asking him to use any method necessary to get enough
temporary transplant organs until new Type O organs could be
found and other important tissues vat-grown. To remedy that,
Devon decided to use the most drastic measure: hire a team of
shadowrunners to go kill some SIN-less and to harvest their
organs.
The runners, known as the “Doom Squad” decided to
attack the Raikun, a small tribal community in the Redmond
Barrens. They knew that this tribe was pretty weak and
somewhat isolated. It would be an easy run. So, they attacked
the Raikun encampment by breaking into the shacks and
killing most of the people for their organs. Kip, however, the
tribe shaman got a premonition of the danger, and managed to
alert Jimbo, the tribe’s “leader.” Kip, Jimbo’s family and the
family who shared his shelter were able to hide from the
attack, but everyone else was slaughtered. Jimbo was attacked
too, and one of his eyes was extracted. However, the runner
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didn’t have time to get more organs because their leader gave
the command to pull out – he had evidently picked up a signal
that someone was on the way.
Jimbo wasn’t dead however. During that time, a rigger
who was scouting out the area for a run managed to record the
scene with his drone. Knowing that this was clearly a case of
organlegging, he knew that it was possible to blackmail the
one behind this. This rigger also owed a favor to someone, that
owes a favor to someone, that works at the new Rose Croix
medical company. He was sure his friend’s friend would be
pretty happy to get that kind of footage.
The contact paid off – and well! Those in power at Rose
Croix knew that they had not ordered any such operations, but
believed that DocWagon was behind this. The recording
would make a great centerpiece for a media smear campaign
against the incumbent medical provider, allowing Rose Croix
to snatch up some disillusioned customers. However, they
needed more proof. The decision was made from the top to
hire a shadowrunning team. They would need to try to find
any more evidence linking DocWagon to the organlegging,
and if possible, find the one-eyed man shown on the video so
they can arrange a nice interview with him.
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Hooks

RUNNING THE ADVENTURE
The adventure is written with the intent of challenging,
but not overwhelming, new Shadowrun players. The basic
main fields of expertise – combat, negotiation, magic, rigging
and the Matrix – are all covered to some degree.
Because Shadowrun Missions covers a wide range of
players, there is a good chance of having teams lacking in
some of those areas of expertise. You should take this into
account when running Harvest Time, and avoid situations
where a group may be lacking.

Hire and M eet
What’s up, chummer?
The fixer known as Saint James contacts each of the
runners. He tells them that a Mr. Johnson would be interested
in their services. He doesn’t have any details; he’s only there
to offer them an invitation to a meeting with the Johnson.
Those characters that participated in SRM00-02 Demolition
Run will recognize Saint James and his reputation – change
the section below as appropriate to reflect this.

Tell it to them straight
The late morning air is cool, and it is sprinkling outside
again. It’s not that you had any plans for the day, but with this
rain, you just don’t want to make efforts to find anything.
That’s when the phone rings. You just hope it’s some
business! Luckily, it is. A cultured British voice emanates with
confidence from the phone.
“Good evening. This is Saint James. I have a job
opportunity for you. I don’t have any details however, other
than it needs to be done with haste, discretion, and
professionalism – so of course, I immediately thought of you!
Strangely enough, so did your prospective employer – he
asked for you by name. Mr. Johnson would like to meet you
tomorrow at lunch for talking business. So if you’re interested,
meet him at Rosie’s restaurant, Tenth and Terrace. Be there at
12 PM. So I wish you Good Luck, or I’ll speak to you next
time!”
That’s sad… You would have been ready to do this
meeting right now to get it over with, but noon will have to
do!
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A Fixer’s job is often to put a Johnson in contact with
‘runners. Of course, the runners don’t get much information at
the start, but these kinds of meetings are part of the business.
In cases like this, it's up to them to check out the situation and
determine if they want to take the job.
If a character participated successfully in Demolition Run,
tell the runner that they were recommended by Saint James for
the job because of the good work he did in the past. Those that
did not participate in that venture can only be told that the
word on the street is that Saint James is a fixer that can be
trusted and that he usually handles high profile, yet high
paying shadowruns; information can certainly be checked by
speaking to various contacts or other sources of information.
The importance of this meeting is to show that the
Johnson really needs them. His company is ready to go far to
get what they want. The runners will have the advantage in
any negotiations here, and have the opportunity for cutting
some good deals, but the Johnson is not going to bankrupt his
benefactors.

Behind the scenes
The meeting is at an incredibly small dinner restaurant.
There is a “CLOSED” sign hanging in the door, but at the
arrival of the characters, the Johnson will open the door for
them. It’s a plain clothes human with a sharp haircut and a
somewhat pointy nose.
He has set up the meeting place with two tables, a
computer and some chairs. There is no one else in the
restaurant. As soon as the runners are all present, he will
quickly begin the meeting. He will present the job as a search
for an individual. There is a person that his superior wants to
meet, and their job would be to find this person and bring him
back for an interview. He won't give any additional details at
this stage. The proposed pay for this run is 4,000 ¥ each. If the
runners are interested to hear more about it, he will give them
the details.
First, he will show them a video on the computer screen.
The video was filmed from the sky, obviously by a flying
object since the view is a bit shaky. The scene is recorded at
long range, at night, with little or no lighting, so details are a
little sketchy, even though it was recorded through the use of a
lowlight lens. On it, the characters can see a warehouse
centered on the screen. It sits on a slight hillside in what
appears to be the Redmond Barrens. A small shanty town sits
at the bottom of the hillside, deep in the shadows. Towards
the bottom of the screen, four men in black combat gear move
stealthily and enter some of the shacks. They are all armed and
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before entering the shanties, seem to have set down a large
box. At this point, the camera’s operator seems to have
noticed the action and zooms more on the area, but it's
impossible to see what's happening since the persons entered
the shacks. After a moment, another man will come to the
door of one of the shacks. A gunshot coming from inside the
shack then hits him, and he falls to the ground. After that, the
armed man exits from inside the shack, kneels down in front
of the prone man and reaches for the man’s head, setting his
submachine gun down. It's hard to see, but he appears to
extract the man’s eye!
The man in black looks up, as if called, and gets up and
starts running with his associates. They pause only to place the
eye in a bag and add it to the open box which they now close
and pick up, taking two of them to lift it. They move off, the
camera now following them toward a black Ford Americar
parked nearby. They all get into the car after placing the box
in the trunk and the car accelerates towards the northwest. The
video pans back to the shantyville, showing a different scene.
Now, a few people have gathered around the one-eyed man,
and one is cradling him in his arms, weaving back and forth
with his head raised, as if singing. A strange nimbus forms
over the two men. The others in the background begin to
move off and start pulling bodies out of the other huts – it
appears that many of them have been killed and you can
clearly see the open chest cavity of one large man. The oneeyed man then seems to come awake and sit by himself, while
the other moves off to look at the others that have begun to
pile on the ground. After that, the video stops.
The Johnson then says that this is obviously a case of
organ theft. They think DocWagon is behind this, but they
need further proof of their involvement in this criminal action.
That's why they want to retrace the surviving man to interview
him about what really happened tonight. He gives them a
grainy, enhanced printout of the face of the man they have to
find. He also gives them an address in the Redmo nd Barrens
where they should start their investigation. This is the location
of the encampment where the attack happened. The base price
for the run is 4,000 ¥ each, with an advance of 1,000 ¥ each
right now, but the Johnson tells them that his superior is ready
to pay more it they manage to find any proof that DocWagon
is indeed behind these organ thefts. At the completion of the
run, the runners should contact him by phone for arranging a
meeting where they can bring the one-eyed man and any
additional proof or evidence they’ve found to link DocWagon
to the crime. This must be done before 5pm today.
More on the run
Here are the answers to some of the questions the runners
could ask:
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- Who is really hiring them?
The Johnson has been asked by his superiors to not reveal
this information yet. They will learn it soon however. Even if
they guess now that it is Rose Croix, he will neither confirm
nor deny it. All he will say is “all will become known in due
time. Suffice it to say that it is in your best interests to help us
in this endeavor, but also it would be better for you not to be
connected directly to us at this time.”
- How is it that DocWagon can be suspected of being
behind the attack?
He has intelligence, which he cannot reveal at this point,
which shows that DocWagon has recently failed to meet
contract clauses which state that they need to have certain
reserves in place, and therefore would have a desperate need
to fill their donor organ reserves.
- When did the attack happen?
The attack happened about 4AM, just before sunrise.
- What is the level of threat expected?
This is unknown. He can't say if the one-eyed man will be
cooperative, and they don't know if anything else might hinder
their search.
- How could they get access to this video?
It was a rigger that sent a drone scouting the area for a
run. A mutual contact heard of what he filmed and acted as the
middleman to obtain the video. The identity of the rigger is
unknown, but the Johnson knows that the rigger isn't linked to
the attack, and that the filming was purely random. Contact
information with the rigger isn't available. He only waited to
make the sale after their run was completed – he was paid
handsomely.

Pushing the envelope
If the runners want to negotiate, the Johnson will tell them
that the price for the retrieval of the witness is fixed and can't
be negotiated, but any compromising evidence will be paid
very well. Depending on the quality of the proof, it will be
possible for them to negotiate. If the money is not enough to
entice the runners, the Johnson is willing to make some
concessions (the characters can choose ONE!) from the list
below:
• Access to a clinic which can do cyberware implants
and bioware, but not cultured bioware or anything
that requires brain surgery for cyberware. While the
runners will have to pay for any enhancements they
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•

•

•

want installed, the surgery costs and any recovery
costs will be waived. The runners are assured that
this clinic hires some of the finest doctors in the
Seattle metroplex and that they’ll be well cared for.
The operations will be, of course, off the record – if
they can somehow locate illegal security/military
grade cyberware, it will be implanted for them.
In addition to the up front payment of 1,000 ¥ each,
the team may also request an additional 1,000 ¥ per
character worth of medical supplies, chemicals
(including illegal/controlled drugs), or similar
equipment. This does not include vehicles, drones,
etc. The equipment can be pooled between the
members – if there are four characters, they can have
a total of 4,000 ¥ worth of materials for the team.
The Johnson can introduce them to a street shaman
that has refused to join their organization, but has
committed himself to healing those that need it. If
they desire, he will give them the contact information
and they can begin to use his services immediately.
The Johnson can give them a tip on an upcoming
announcement that will be sure to increase the price
of stock for one of the AAA megacorps. If the
runners are so inclined, he can purchase stock for
them in this company so that they can reap the
rewards after the announcement goes public. He’s not
at liberty to say anything more about the
announcement or what companies are involved, only
that he is sure it will be a lucrative deal for them.

Debugging
If the characters are apprehensive to agreeing to the
meeting with the Johnson, they should know that this meeting
is the starting point of the mission, they need to attend if they
don’t want to miss the opportunity. Remind them that the
relation between a Fixer and a Mr. Johnson is often very thin,
so sometimes you need to meet with a Johnson without the
initial screening of the Fixer to watch your back – if possible,
the Fixer will arrange for the meeting at a time that will give
them enough opportunity to look into things for themselves.
Even then, the runners may not know what is in store for them
and have to go in “blind.”
In this case, if the runners try to find any information
about the Johnson, they shouldn't get anything. First, he's very
new in the business. Also, there is little word on the street
about anything happening at the moment. At best, their
previous experiences may lead them to believe that they will
be working for Rose Croix. At any sign of menace or
pressure, the Johnson will ask the runners to calm down
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because he can pull out of the deal at anytime. The Johnson is
dealing with runners for the first time, so he doesn't know yet
how to correctly act with them.

The Rat’s Nest
What’s up, chummer?
The runners come to investigate the Raikun encampment.
Unfortunately, they find a desolated place that doesn't have
lots of clues to give. However, the “Doom Squad” visit and an
encounter with one of the nearby squatters (later scenes) will
show them that they are on the right track.

Tell it to them straight
Your first step towards finding the man with one eye
leads you to an encampment deep into the Redmond Barrens.
The place is near a junkyard and at the bottom of a hill
beneath a warehouse that stores various chemicals, and the
smell isn't comforting.
Corrugated steel sheets have been set up as makeshift
walls surrounding the encampment. Inside there are five
ramshackle huts and one larger construction, apparently built
from the remains of a small warehouse. The encampment is
full of debris of all kinds: rusted car hulks, mechanical parts,
plasticreet blocks, steel beams… A handyman’s dream.
However, a chilling impression seems to fill the place and
creeps you out.

Hooks
This scene should give the impression to the runners that
they are off to a bad start. It’s a very bad day; the place is
deserted and there is a competition between the worst stench:
the chemicals stored in the warehouse at the top of the hill or
the remains of the burned bodies.
Note that the gruesome manner of killing about two dozen
people, and then the subsequent funeral pyre has temporarily
caused the Astral Background Count to be raised from its
normal level of 1 (from the toxic chemicals and workings of
“Rat”) to 4 (ouch!). This will decrease normally over the next
couple of hours unless an Initiate with Cleansing attempts to
intervene.
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Behind the scenes
The encampment is about 25 meters square. It’s
surrounded by 2.5 meters high corrugated steel sheet walls
(Barrier rating 4, they are flimsy and have been severely
weakened by the acid rains – they are more designed to deter
small vermin such as devil rats from entering the shantytown).
There’s a 5 meters wide opening in the barrier which acts as a
“gateway.” Inside the encampment are five shacks, made with
similar steel sheets. There is lot of debris on the encampment
ground, but most of the “good” junk is stacked inside a small
warehouse. A small funeral pyre with the remnants of the
burnt bodies rests in front of the warehouse.
The ‘warehouse’
The warehouse is mostly three walls and a roof which is
covered with piles of scrap materials. The open end faces the
‘gate’. This is where the Raikun would store any of the items
they have scrounged around the Barrens for sale. If the
characters take the time to search here, they can find various
parts of cyberdecks, drones, vehicles, and other devices –
everything here is of low quality and would only be enough to
sell to support the street lifestyle that sustains the Raikun. The
most valuable piece here would be worth 100 ¥.
The Shacks
Every shack (except Jimbo’s) contains minimal living
elements: between 4 and 6 beds, a table, some chairs, a
chemical toilet and some drawers. Without a light source, it is
very dimly lit inside the shacks – only the ambient light from
outside filters in through the door and a few cracks in the
walls. The beds are mostly covered in blood. Except some
useless items discarded when the Raikun left, nothing of value
can be found in the shacks. In the larger shack near the front
of the encampment entrance (Jimbo’s), a Perception (4) test
will reveal to the runners that in this shack, the dozen beds
aren’t covered in blood.
The Bunker
In the back of the encampment, behind the ‘warehouse’,
the runners can find a one meter diameter concrete tunnel
(drainage culvert) into the hillside. The iron lid that normally
covers the opening has been left on the ground. In fact, the
surviving Raikun didn’t close back the entrance of the hideout
when they left it. Inside the opening is a sewer pipe (about 1.5
meters in diameter) which goes about 3 meters into the
hillside. Inside, there’s a small bunker with 8 beds, a
makeshift table (from a cable spool), chairs and a locker. The
locker contains some equipment that the Raikun forgot to
bring when they left. There’s a very old (poor condition, not a
collector’s item) Colt American L36 pistol with a full clip of
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normal rounds, some bottles of water and cans of food. Lying
on the table is a simple map showing the location of another
hideout in the sewers about five miles from here.
Note that there is no Astral Background Count inside the
bunker.
The Guest
During the search, an ork male named Mike will enter the
encampment to meet the players. He’s about 24 years old and
is wearing terribly filthy clothes. He’s a squatter from the local
area and has always been a friend of the Raikun. He won’t ask
any questions about the runner’s presence. He’s only there to
look around, talking to himself how this is so cruel. If the
runners decide to talk to him, he will be really social, and
won’t hesitate to answer questions. He will tell them that he
was a good friend of the Raikun. He can tell them that the
Raikun are a respected tribe in the Barrens that lived by
reselling the junk they could find.
However, they were attacked recently. He can tell them
that he helped them to burn the corpses, then watched as the
remnants of the tribe left in their old, beat-up VW
Superkombi, but he doesn’t know where they went. The most
important thing is to show how sympathetic he was toward the
Raikun.
Mike, Ork Squatter
B
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3
7
2
3
3
3
6
Initiative : 3 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 4 Karma 2
Pro Rating: 2
Armor : None
Gear : None
Skills : Athletics 2, Stealth 4, Panhandling 4, Scrounge 5,
Redmond Barrens 4

Pushing the envelope
For Veteran and higher tables only: Remember all those
murdered bodies and the subsequent funeral pyre?? Feel free
to add in ghosts or even Shedim that will attempt to attack the
party. Both ghosts and Shedim will attempt to steal the body
of any mage that goes astral and leaves his physical body
unprotected.

Debugging
This scene shouldn’t be any trouble for the runners.
There’s no danger at all or critical actions to do. The most
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important thing is to make sure the runners actually come to
the encampment since the adventure depends on it. It’s
possible that the runners decide not to go to the encampment
and try to find alternatives ways to find the Raikun. In this
case, an appropriate street contact (Mike would be a good
choice) can direct them to the new “home”.
Either way, the characters should be sure to find the
bunker and the map before leaving the encampment.

Shadows Crossing
What’s up, chummer?
At the moment the runners are about to leave the
encampment (or during a time they are sitting around doing
nothing), the “Doom Squad” arrives. It’s the team of runners
DocWagon paid to do the work, and they have returned to
make sure there were no survivors. They know that their street
cred and reputation with DocWagon is at stake, and they must
make sure that their run doesn’t compromise things. They
have come back to the scene and they are really angry. They
will make sure no one will stop them from finishing their
work.

Tell it to them straight
It looks like this job is not starting too well. Your
attention is suddenly shifted outside the camp. A black Ford
Americar just pulled up and parked on the other side of the
street. The doors open, and four men in black combat gear and
submachine guns get out, quickly scanning up and down the
street before making their way towards the encampment.
They do not appear to have noticed you yet…

Hooks
Make this encounter extremely tense. Competition in the
Sprawl is serious business, and the “Doom Squad” doesn’t
really appreciate seeing someone stepping into their “turf.”
The “Doom Squad” is a group of highly professional runners,
and they will defend their territory furiously. By seeing that
level of opposition early like that in the run, the runners will
certainly (hopefully) take the run more seriously.
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Behind the scenes
After a certain time, a black Ford Americar will park in
front of the camp entrance. It’s the “Doom Squad,” coming to
search for any survivors. At the sight of Mike and the runners,
they will think that the characters were hired to protect the
survivor(s). They will then attack Mike and the runners. They
are professional shadowrunners (Professional Rating 4), so
they won’t run away. They will attempt to gun down Mike
first – his appearance (of a squatter) marks him as the possible
“survivor” or witness of the previous events. After that, it’s up
to the runners to solve the situation. See the section The
“Doom Squad” at the end of this adventure for their stats.
If the runners manage to capture a “Doom Squad” runner
alive, they can make an Interrogation/Intimidation test (SR3
pg93). But the most the characters will learn is that the “Doom
Squad” are shadowrunners that were there to finish their organ
theft job and take care of any witnesses. They won’t divulge
who their employer is at any cost. They are shadowrunners
after all.
Remember that there is an Astral Background Count of 4!

Pushing the envelope
Don’t hesitate to modify the tactics of the “Doom Squad”
to modify the encounter difficulty. The runners probably
aren’t thinking that they will meet opposition so early in their
investigation, so the “Doom Squad” can easily surprise them.
They are quite lightly armed, so if necessary, upgrade their
gear.

Debugging
Meeting an opposing runner team is normally a really
hard challenge, so it’s important to balance the encounter
right. The “Doom Squad” isn’t really menacing since they
don’t have magic nor high powered, strong weapons. If the
fight is getting too tough for the players, you can make a local
ganger or two intervene into the fight. Use the stats of the
ganger in the Shadowrun rulebook. With this help, the fight
should be easier for the runners. If you have a ganger help the
runners, he will ask for some of the “Doom Squad” equipment
for payment.
Please note that this encounter and combat should not
drag out. If you have to spend more than one combat turn to
resolve the combat, have the ganger(s) arrive and help. The
goal of this encounter is to let the runners come across another
shadow team, as well as tip them off that something unusual is
going on. It should not last more than 20 minutes of real time.
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Meet the Rats
What’s up, chummer?
The runners follow the map found in the bunker and they
come hoping that this will lead them closer to finding the
surviving witness. They are greeted by Mindy, who leads them
through a very complex sewer system, up to the Raikun hiding
place. They will find the primary goal of their mission here;
the Raikun are ready to make the ones that butchered their
loved ones pay, with the characters’ help.

Hooks
Before the meeting, make sure that the situation is tense
enough, because the runners have no idea what they are on to.
The walk in the sewer should bring a great feeling of risk or
apprehension, balanced by Mindy’s calm behavior. However
don’t spill the beans too soon.
Once they meet the runners, make clear that the Raikun
are initially suspicious, but they seem to be ready to put their
trust in the runners. As the conversation advances, don’t
hesitate to show Jimbo’s personality: calm and calculating, but
passionate. The characters should feel the passionate fire
burning inside Jimbo and the tribe so that they don’t hesitate
to help them further.

Tell it to them straight
Well this is it... You follow the map you found and travel
the short five miles across the Barrens. The buildings in this
residential area are quite old, dating back almost two
centuries. In their original condition, they were probably very
luxurious, but the years have taken their toll and the houses
are now ramshackle and all but abandoned. The map leads you
to the front of one of these houses.
So you scan the area, trying to find a suspicious looking
car, or someone looking for you in a house. Nothing...
“Psssst… You there!” You turn quickly to see where the
voice came from. At the side of a house is a somewhat short
figure, wearing a brown cape with a hood drawn up to cover
the face in shadow. As you approach the small form, you
notice long brown hair coming from the folds of the hood, and
also a noticeable stench. “Who are ya, and what ya be doin’
here?”
(Let the characters respond – if they mention that they
know Mike and are looking for Jimbo or the Raikun, continue)
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“I’m Mindy, and the Raikun are my kin. My father will
speak to ya, but until that time, please keep it quiet.”
Without time to ask a single question, she takes a short
step back and drops out of site! You then notice that there is
an open sewer access located in the backyard of the house. No
time to wonder who got this wonderful idea to put a sewer
entrance there; you enter the sewer—and the darkness inside
it...

Behind the scenes
In the sewers, Mindy will walk in the front, navigating by
some unknown sense. She won’t talk to the runners, only
telling them to be quiet and that they will have all the time and
answers they need once they reach the Raikun. The way to the
hiding place is a series of corridors and tunnels. The series of
twists and turns makes it very difficult for the runners to
remember their way, but an Intelligence (6) roll will allow
them to figure their way back (those with GPS systems or
other directional talents can receive up to a -4 modifier to the
target number). The corridors of the sewers are very dark,
unless someone has a flashlight or other light source, low light
vision does not allow for normal vision – it is dark. There are
walkways on either side of the center channel, but every step
they make is in filth – rats and insects (visible with
thermographic, ultrasound, or astral vision) scurry before the
sound and vibration of the characters’ passage. The sewer’s
ceilings are very low, so orks and trolls will have difficulty
walking comfortably along the pathways against the curved
walls of the tunnel. They would fair better walking down the
center channel, but would then be walking in a foot of raw
sewage and other drainage currently flowing through here.
After about five minutes of walking, they come to an
opening in the wall, obviously not part of the original sewer
system, but added a short time after the initial construction.
Inside it is a large room. Old bricks cover the walls, and 3
practically rotted wood pillars (they look like old railroad ties)
support the ceiling. The room is furnished with only boxes,
crates and some camp beds. There are a dozen people in the
room. All are dressed with old, brownish clothes, covered with
stains. Jimbo, the leader, a bloodied bandage over his missing
eye, is sitting at the table with Ron, the father of the other
surviving family and with Kip, the shaman.
There are also two mid-aged women, three young adult
men armed with steel crowbars and three kids aged between 4
and 15 years old in the room. Mindy will present them shortly
to their father, and will then move off to join the kids with
some games.
Jimbo will present himself as the leader of the Raikun.
When he learns that they met Mike and were at the location of
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their old encampment, he will ask why they went there.
Having heard the party’s approach, Kip has been sustaining a
Detect Truth spell since just before they arrived, so he will be
able to alert Jimbo if the runners are lying. Jimbo is ready to
talk to them and he’s pretty sure they have important
information, but he will have to understand why they are
involved in all of this. After hearing the runners’ story, he
will tell his.
He talks about when the men came into the encampment
and brutally slaughtered all his tribe. Only his family and
Ron’s family survived. They followed the instruction of Rat,
the tribe’s totem, and found this hiding place. They have no
idea who’s behind this, except that this was obviously for their
organs. He will collaborate with the runners to meet their
Johnson. In return he would like to ask if the runners might
give them some help to make those responsible pay dearly.
They don’t have much to offer now.
Kip then talks in his croaky voice that by working
together, it would be possible to find enough proof of the
culprit of these acts, and also give them the means that would
help them find their lost honor, or at least avenge those that
had been butchered.
If the runners ask how much compensation the Raikun
might give them, they can only offer a total of about 600 ¥,
which can be negotiated. Increase this amount by 10 ¥ for
each net success. They obviously don’t have much money, and
would get most of it from selling their VW van—the tribe’s
prized possession (even though the beat up vehicle would only
sell for about 750 ¥ maximum). On the other hand, Kip can
obviously offer some shamanic training, healing, and if asked
nicely and treated with respect, can provide four doses of
Spirit Strength (M&M pg 123), made from a secret process
given to him by Rat from time to time from mushrooms he
finds in the Barrens – he does not remember how to make it
without Rat’s help, and therefore cannot share the recipe with
the runners.
Note that the sewers in this area are part of the domain of
a powerful free spirit. Also, the sewers contain many things
other than wastes and storm water. The toxic and sometimes
radioactive wastes that have been dumped illegally into this
sewer system have fed the spirit, as well as providing a
Background Count of 1.

sewer on the way to the meeting by encountering some Devil
Rats.
Devil Rat
Completely hairless, the nocturnal devil rat grows up to a
meter in length and can weigh up to four kilos. Their prolific
breeding rate, along with their innate immunities to pathogens
and poisons, makes them virtually impossible to exterminate.
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5
Initiative : 5 + 1D6
Combat Pool: 6 Karma Pool: 2
Attack: 4L, -1 Reach
Powers: Concealment (Personal), Immunity (Pathogens,
Poisons)
Weaknesses : Sunlight (note that any bright light, such as from
a flash grenade, flash pack, or use of the Nova spell, will scare
away all the rats)
Notes: Roll 2D6 for each rat that successfully bites a character
– a result of 11 or 12 indicates it carries the VITAS-3 plague.
The runner must make a Body (4) test and achieve 3 or more
successes. Failure indicates that the runner will develop the
VITAS-3 disease overnight, suffering 6D damage and
enduring fever, chills, and vomiting until the damage is
reduced to Light. Magically active characters will have to
check for magic loss, as normal. There is no known treatment
for VITAS-3 at this time – the runner must endure it and ride
it out.

Debugging
Time is a critical factor here. If you have only 30 minutes
or so left, you’ll have to continue to Jimbo’s extraction,
having Jimbo accompany the runners and whichever tribe
member they have decided to help (see below). The different
sub quests to get proof about DocWagon’s involvement can be
lengthy, and you must be sure to manage your time well.
However, it’s greatly in the players’ favor to help the Raikun.
If the players aren’t interested in taking any further risks,
make the Raikun ask sincerely for their help a bit more, but if
they still aren’t interested to help, don’t push them too much.
Jimbo will follow them accordingly, but won’t be enthusiast
toward them as much as if they would have helped him and
his tribe.

Pushing the envelope
This is a social encounter. Veterans and new players alike
should understand that helping the Raikun might as well help
their Johnson. However, if the runners are moving through
the adventure too fast, you can have them attacked in the
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One Hand Washes the Other
What’s up, chummer?
The Raikun have two possible tracks to follow to get the
information about who did the carnage. However, their lack of
decking, magical and physical prowess stops them from doing
the work. That’s where the runners come in. The objectives at
stake? The identity of the man in command of the operation
and official proof of DocWagon involvement with the assault.
With those two items together, Rose Croix would have enough
evidence to go public and hurt DocWagon...

Hooks
In this scenario, it’s time for the deckers or the full mages
to shine. They will have very specific missions to do, but don’t
worry. If there are no deckers or mages in the team, an
alternate path is available so that runners can fulfill the
objectives anyway.

Tell it to them straight
You can almost feel the heat of Jimbo’s revenge burning
inside him. Accepting his offer to help certainly pleased him a
lot. “Chummers, these fraggers will pay dearly for what they
have done. My friends Luxi and Kip will explain the plan. We
have two unconventional leads from our friend and protector
Rat, and with your help we’ll uncover those bastards.” Jimbo
stops talking and nods towards Kip, the tribe shaman.

sewers. I would need your escort to an abandoned building not
far from here where I could meet him. Then, he will be able to
give me the information we need to lead us to the one tainted
soul who engineered the attack on us.”
(Proceed to Luxi’s Plan below)

Luxi’s Plan
If there’s a decker on the team:
Luxi, the tribe’s techie starts talking nervously as soon as
Kip finishes his pitch. “Hey and I’ll need a decker too! Rat
contacted me too and gave me a mysterious address on the
grid. However, I’m not drek-hot on the Matrix, and I would
need some real wiz skills to follow the lead and bypass the
nice IC on the system to gather whatever paydata the trail will
lead to!”
(Note: Luxi was given a tip by one of her contacts – not Rat,
but she will continue to defend the fact that Rat gave it to her,
since the totem governs so much of their tribe’s existence.)
If there’s no decker in the team
Luxi, the tribe’s techie start talking nervously as soon as
Kip finishes his pitch. “And I’ll need some cover too! I have
to log on the RTG from outside – for obvious reasons it is
difficult to connect to the matrix down here. Rat supposedly
sent me an e-mail with an interesting address to visit! I’ll
need your help to get to the closest jackpoint safely and then
to guard me while I enter the matrix.”
(Note: See note above.)
Jimbo stands, “Well, you’ve heard the two leads we
have. Which one do you think will be the most valuable?
Which path will you choose?”

Kip’s Plan
If there’s an awakened character on the team:
Kip begins talking in a somewhat uneven croaky voice.
“Rat contacted me. He knows who did this and he can lead me
to him. But an unfriendly spirit in these sewers don’t seem to
like Rat. Rat’s imprisoned, and I can’t contact him anymore.
And I think there’s a gifted one in your team that might help
me. We’ll free Rat so he can lead me to the one tainted soul
who engineered the attack on us.”
(Proceed to Luxi’s Plan below)
If there’s no awakened character on the team:
Kip begins talking in a somewhat uneven croaky voice.
“Rat contacted me. He’s waiting for me, but outside the
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Behind the scenes
For both Kip’s and Luxi’s events, the team will have to
choose the most promising path – there won’t be enough time
to follow up both leads (Unless your table is moving
extremely fast – they both lead to the same conclusions,
however).

Kip’s Run (with Magicians)
Kip will explain his problem. Rat had come to visit him in
the sewers recently, but he met another spirit on his way. The
spirit claims these sewers as its Personal Domain (doubling its
effective Spirit Energy), and is preventing Rat* from reaching
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him. Kip doesn’t have the necessary skills or power to fight
against this spirit. So he’ll ask the runner(s) to help him free
Rat so they might know what he has to tell. Once ready, Kip
will lead them in the sewers, until they arrive in a junction
with a tall humanoid mass of waste standing in the center. In a
corner, there’s a small pile of goo which is actually an astral
barrier holding “Rat”. The toxic city spirit is very ferocious,
and won’t allow anyone to come near the prison. He will
mainly use his Confusion and Fear powers in combination so
that the runners might leave and get lost in the sewers.
Otherwise, he will attempt to use Accident to keep the
characters off-balance and unable to dodge as he clobbers
them with physical attacks.
*Characters may become suspicious at this point – a City
Spirit capturing a totem?? Note that the City Spirit is a Free
Spirit that has claimed these sewers as its domain, and does
not like interference from other spirits. “Rat” in this case is
another Free Spirit that has been working to control Kip and
the rest of the tribe that worships him. He sometimes takes the
form of a normal sewer rat as he has done in this case when he
was on his way to see Kip. He was caught by surprise by the
other Free Spirit and was too weak to break free of the astral
barrier. Luckily, the “real” Rat has not corrected Kip (or
Mindy) of their misplaced beliefs.
Sqoosh-Water, Free City Spirit*
B
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9 10 (x3) 6
8
8
8
9
8.0
Initiative: 28 + 1D6 (Astral) / 15 + 1D6 (Physical)
Pools: Combat 13
Karma 1
Pro Rating: 4
Force Rating: 4
Spirit Energy: 2 (4)
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
Greater Form, Divination, Personal Domain, Accident,
Concealment, Confusion, Fear, Guard, Materialization, Search
Armor (12): Immunity to Normal Weapons
Weapons: None, Melee Damage (6M), can attack or use
powers on 4 targets simultaneously.
“Rat” is detailed in the Cast of Shadows section.
Once the spirit is banished or otherwise taken care, it will
be very easy to remove the barrier (Rating 2). Once destroyed,
a small rat will be freed. Aura reading (Astral Perception) will
show that it’s actually a low strength spirit. The “rat” will run
quickly toward Kip, jump on his shoulders and make some
whiffing sounds. Kip will then tell the runners that Rat will
show us the way. “Rat” will jump back down and start
scurrying down the tunnel, Kip running close behind. After
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about ten minutes, “Rat” leads them to a ladder, and up to a
sewer grate. Above, the team will find themselves across the
street from a DocWagon clinic and office building just across
the border into Fort Lewis. Rat runs up the side of the clinic
and “through” the wall into a top-level office. If they
somehow scout out the situation (astrally, clairvoyance,
levitation, etc) they will see (if astral, “Rat” is circling on the
man’s desk) a man working at his desk. Assensing his aura
might give the following information:
Aura Reading (4)
1-2
The man appears healthy and has little or no
cyberware. He’s a mundane.
3+
His emotional state is that he’s nervous.
After a few moments, whether or not the characters scout
out the situation, “Rat” will return to Kip’s shoulder and
whisper in his ear. Kip will then tell the runners “This
madman will be punished. His name is Devon Tyler and he
works for DocWagon. We have his face, his location and his
name. No need to do anything else, he’s surely a pawn in
DocWagon’s schemes. I think that will be enough for now.”
He will then ask to be escorted back through the sewers to talk
to Jimbo about what they learned.

Kip’s Run (no Magicians)
Kip has to go outside of the sewers to contact Rat. He will
ask the runners to escort him to a location where he can make
contact. He will lead them back to the same entrance they
used, up to the street. There he will tell them that he has to
enter into the abandoned house next to the sewer entrance so
he can meet Rat at the place he asked him to go. The house is
barricaded from the outside. Windows and doors are covered
with planks. Regular tools will easily break the barricade, or a
Strength (5) roll. If the runners do an examination of the
surroundings, a Perception (6) roll might show them that some
planks leading to a window in the basement are quite loose.
Pulling them will allow the characters to get into the house.
The house appears completely empty. It has a basement
and a second story, and it appears that no one has lived here
recently. There’s no furniture at all. Light is very rare, coming
only from between the boarding over the windows. Once
inside, Kip will go in a corner and tell the runners to watch for
him, he has to commune with Rat.
There are three squatters living in the house, on the
second story. They heard the runners arrive and they wonder
who is disturbing them. Secure squats like this one are pretty
rare in the sprawl, and they don’t want anyone to try and jump
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their claim. They will go down the stairs, pointing guns on the
characters and ask them to leave. They are ready to fight a bit,
but will leave the second they feel they have no chance. A
Negotiation (Bargaining) (4), Intimidation (4), or an Etiquette
(Street) (4) roll will keep them quiet, and they will wait
patiently until the runners’ job is done.
Squatters, Human (3)
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
1
2
4
2
4
4
4
5.0*
Initiative . 4 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 6 Karma 1
Pro Rating: 2
Skills : Pistol 2, Unarmed Combat 2, Stealth 2
Gear : Colt American L36 (6L, Light Pistol) (25 ¥ )
*Essence loss due to disease, toxic environment, and other
poor living conditions
After a few minutes, Kip will come back to
consciousness. He will tell the runners that he got what they
needed, and that their work is done. Back on the way to the
sewers, he will tell the runners that he has followed Rat to the
secret hiding places of those that would do such an act, and he
now knows the identity of the man behind the attack. Kip will
then say “This madman will be punished. His name is Devon
Tyler and he works for DocWagon. We have his face, his
location and his name. No need to do anything else, he’s
surely a pawn in DocWagon’s schemes. I think that will be
enough for now.” He will then ask to return to the sewers to
talk to Jimbo about what they learned.

Luxi’s Run (with Deckers)
Luxi’s recently received an e-mail from one of his
contacts named “Ratman.” It contains an address on the
Seattle LTG. Luxi tried to access it, but he met IC, and since
he runs the Matrix on a very cheap tortoise deck, he couldn’t
go any further. So he’ll ask a decker in the team to visit the
place instead. To log onto the matrix, he will need to lead the
team to a terminal jackpoint in one of the neighboring houses
that is still operational.
The Matrix address points to the DocWagon office in Fort
Lewis. It’s a small peripheral office and clinic, and its Matrix
system is designed as such. It has really few critical datastores,
since all these are located inside the more secure DocWagon
main Matrix system. However, a very interesting file can be
found on the system. It’s a file named Operation LifeRaft,
which contains the contact information on the runners hired by
DocWagon, and also the details on the run. The slave controls
for all the equipment used for the temporary storage of organs
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aren’t accessible by remote access. The only way to access
them is to jack in physically while inside the office.
DocWagon, Fort Lewis’ office host:
Green-7/9/10/7/10/8
Step Event
4
Probe-4
8
Probe-6
12
Passive Alert, Trace-8
16
Blaster-6
20
Active Alert
24
Shutdown
Here are some of the relevant details on the Matrix system:
The host is not sculpted at all, and its security is
lacking. It’s only an internal gateway to the main
DocWagon host. The only sculpted icon in the host is
a vault gate, leading to DocWagon.
The DocWagon gateway is highly secured. To open
it, you must enter an 8-digit combination. But the
main security feature is that to open the door after the
password is entered, a signature file is located in an
encrypted chip in the terminal’s hardware. This kind
of peripheral key is a custom security feature used to
make sure that all accesses are done only by selected
terminals. In the Fort Lewis office, only Tyler’s
terminal possesses the encrypted chip.
A very skilled decker might be able to understand the
system, and eventually install a backdoor to access
the DocWagon main host at will with a personal
account. Initially, a Computer (10) roll with a base
time of 6 hours must be made to understand the
system of the encrypted hardware key. To use it to
create an access to DocWagon’s main host, it would
require a Computer (15) roll, with a base time of two
weeks. It should be written on the Mission Summary
sheet that the decker managed to create a permanent
access through the Fort Lewis office.
The Operation LifeRaft file is protected by Scramble
(6) IC
A security camera slave can be accessed. It
continuously records all activity at the front door of
the office. There’s also a maglock control for the
front door.
5,000 ¥ worth of paydata can be found in the local
office host.
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Luxi’s Run (no Decker s)
Luxi’s recently received an e-mail from one of his
contacts named “Ratman.” It contains an address in Fort
Lewis. It leads to the small clinic/office managing the
temporary storage of donor organs and a small lab to clone
vat-grown organs. The runners are asked to get in there and to
gather any incriminating information about the attack.
DocWagon Clinic, Fort Lewis.
The office is located on the second story of a two-story
building, located in a very commercial area. The clinic is
located on the street level of the building. The main entrance
is a reinforced glass door on the front of the building. It’s
always unlocked during business hours, and locked with a
keycard maglock (5) during the night. Inside, there’s a small
corridor with only a reinforced glass door leading to the main
examining rooms, and a stairway at the end of the corridor to
the second floor.
The stairs lead to another reinforced glass door with only
the DocWagon logo on it. It is locked at all times with a
keycard and keycode maglock (both Rating 6). A security
camera is installed in the ceiling, which is recording all
activity in the stairs. There’s also a call button to communicate
with the inside offices. A security guard, on duty at all times,
will answer the call. His desk is situated directly inside the
door, so he can see what’s going on in the lobby. Scenarios the
runners might use to break into the offices upstairs are quite
numerous, but here are some paths to lead you.
-

-

-

-

At each turn in which a runner is in front of the door,
the guard can make a Perception (5) (modified as
appropriate) to notice the runner(s) and will be ready
to react accordingly, either by calling Lone Star, or
by asking about the runner’s business through the
speaker.
The security guard won’t let anyone enter, unless a
very convincing Bargaining (Fast Talk) (9) roll is
made. Take in account that since the last shadowrun
against DocWagon, security procedures have been
highly raised. If the roll is missed, he will call Lone
Star through a PanicButton interface.
The employees all have a card to open the door.
Since the maglock only has cardreader security, the
cards can be used to enter the office.
There’s an emergency door behind the building. A
metal stairway leads to an exit-only door (Barrier
Rating 16). It’s only used for emergencies, and its
structure absorbs any sounds that might be done by
knocking on it.
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Today, the runners will only find two lab technicians and
the security guard. The lab technicians are waiting for any new
organs that may be brought in by the “Doom Squad”. The
security guard is instructed to use the PanicButton terminal to
call Lone Star as soon as he sees something unusual. He won’t
fight unless he feels his life is truly in danger.
Security Guard (1)
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
6.0
Initiative : 3 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 4 Karma 1
Pro Rating: 2
Skills: Clubs 2 (Stun Baton 4), Pistols 2 (Ruger Thunderbolt
4), Unarmed Combat 3, Car 2, Etiquette 2 (Street 3), City Law
3, Security Procedures 3
Armor [5/3]: Armor Jacket (5/3) (100 ¥)
Weapons: AZ-150 Stun Baton (8S Stun, 100 ¥), Ruger
Thunderbolt (12S, 100 ¥ )
Gear: Commlink (Rating 4) (100 ¥)
Inside, there’s a lobby, three offices, a small meeting
room, a bathroom and a break room. There’s also a heavy door
(Barrier Rating 20) with a biohazard symbol and an
“Authorized Personnel Only” sign. It leads to the lab area,
which is currently storing the various organs taken from the
Raikun. Its access is protected by a retinal scan maglock and
cardreader, Rating 6. Only five employees of the office are
able to access the lab section: the four DocWagon technicians
and Devon Tyler. There’s also a door with a Maglock 8
cardreader. It contains a computer terminal. It’s used to
transmit access with necessary privileges on the DocWagon
system. For more information about the access, see Luxi’s
Run (with Decker).
The offices all contain normal office furniture and
supplies, along with a terminal. They are all password
protected, and a Computer (6) roll with a base time of 30
minutes is necessary to enter the terminal. The terminals can
also be hacked through the use of a cyberterminal as a Green4/4/4/4/4/4 system. They are used to access data on the
DocWagon main host. The files available are inventory files
on organs currently in stock, organ request forms, lab analysis
and such. Nothing incriminating is present, since DocWagon
protects all the confidential data on their main host, and access
to it is impossible from the office.
In Devon’s terminal, there’s a file outlining Operation
LifeRaft which contains the names and contact information for
the “Doom Squad”, along with the address of the Raikun
encampment. No mention is actually made about harvesting
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organs, but the data along with the stolen organs and evidence
(namely Jimbo’s eye, matched to his DNA) is quite damning.
After the chosen run is done, Jimbo will be ready to
accompany the runners for the meeting with their Johnson.
When they are ready to leave, go to the next scene.

Pushing the envelope
If you want to give your players a real challenge, don’t
hesitate to spice things up a bit by augmenting the spirit level,
putting more squatters (or gangers) in the house for Kip’s run
or by putting higher rates for the Matrix system or more
security guards (and with better equipment) in the office.
Veteran
The gangers are members of a low level Redmond gang called
the Redmond Razors, their colors are red and silver/grey. A
small group of them have recently found this house and have
spent the night before returning to their leader.
Gangers (1 per character)
B
Q
S
C
I
W
E
R
5
4
5
3
4
3
6
4
Initiative : 4 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 5 Karma 5
Pro Rating: 3/Trained
Attack: 9M (Browning Max-Power Heavy Pistol)(50 ¥), 5S
(Chain, Reach 2)
Armor : Synth-leathers w/ plates (3/3)(75 ¥)
Skills : Pistols 6, Whips 4, Unarmed Combat 4

Elite/Prime Runner
Gangers (2 per character)
B
Q
S
C
I
W
E
R
5
6
5
4
4
4
6
5
Initiative : 5 + 2D6
Pools: Combat 6 Karma 5
Pro Rating: 4/Professional
Attack: 9M (Browning Max-Power Heavy Pistol)(50 ¥), 5S
(Chain, Reach 2)
Armor : Synth-leathers w/ plates (3/3)(75 ¥)
Skills : Pistols 6, Whips 4, Unarmed Combat 4
Notes: Gangers have taken Jazz to boost their combat
effectiveness prior to runners’ entrance.
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Debugging
These small runs shouldn’t cause trouble to any team. It
might be possible that the team does not have the skills or
equipment to undertake some of the options. If this is the
case, simply do not offer these choices to the characters and
stick with the options that require simple bodyguarding or
escorting of the Raikun.
Note that no matter what time the runners visit the clinic,
it will only have the individuals mentioned on the upper floor.
During the day, the first floor will be a fully operating clinic,
with patients, doctors, and administrative staff. None of these
people know anything about the organlegging or what goes on
upstairs. The employees and doctors can only say that there
are offices and some special labs upstairs, but they are not
authorized to access them. They DO know that one of the
members of DocWagon’s executive staff, Devon Tyler, works
out of these offices. His current whereabouts are unknown.

Out of the Rat’s Hole
What’s up, chummer?
Jimbo’s ready to go with the runners to meet their
Johnson. However, some minutes ago, Devon Tyler received a
tip on the location of Jimbo and his surviving tribe members.
As a last ditch effort, he calls out a High Threat Response
team to grab Jimbo, telling them that he’s a client in medical
danger. At the moment the runners leave the sewers, they and
Jimbo meet the kind of customer service only DocWagon can
buy....

Hooks
The runners shouldn’t be waiting for anything. It should
be clear that they did their mission, and if they gathered the
runners’ file or Devon’s identity, they should be quite proud of
their work. Make it look like a simple travel back to the
Johnson. That way, they will be caught off-guard and will
have to react really quickly.
Please note, however, that as this is the last encounter,
and may involve combat, that you have enough time to
complete it. If you feel you do not have enough time to
decently host the combat encounter, have the runners escape
within a hair of encountering the HTR team.
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Tell it to them straight
“Hey chummers, I’m ready to go. I’ll meet your guy.”
You can feel in Jimbo’s voice that his tribe honor is in his
hands, and he’s ready to do anything to make DocWagon pay
for their heinous crime. The Raikun all give you nice thanks
for the job you did. You feel strange, because in this business
it’s rare when you get thanked for something. Well forget it,
time to cash in on some nice nuyen! After a quick round of
goodbyes and kisses with his tribe, he tells you he’s ready to
go. You make the way back to the surface through the sewers,
out of the opening you came in.
As you exit the sewers, you realize that there seems to be
an unusual amount of activity on the street – the sound of an
ambulance siren cutting through the usual Seattle background
sound. An armored DocWagon Citymaster screeches to a halt
only a few meters away from you – luckily, they can’t seem to
get a good angle down the alley with their main guns. Jimbo
does not express his feelings very eloquently: “Drek, we’re
dead!” You hope this is something you can disagree with
Jimbo on.

Behind the scenes
The Citymaster contains a High Threat Response team,
assigned to get Jimbo. They have been told that he is a very
important client that was kidnapped by the runners and now
needs medical attention from internal injuries, so their work
will be to force the runners to release the man and to give him
to them, sedate him, and return him to the Fort Lewis clinic
(coincidently the closest one) for immediate treatment. They
can legally open fire if they feel the security of Jimbo is in
danger. The runners will have to cope with this situation and
analyze it quickly. The HTR team won’t shoot anyone unless
they show resistance. As soon as an offensive action is taken,
they will open fire and try to incapacitate the runners.
Here’s the sequence of the actions in this scenario:
The HTR team arrives in their Citymaster, but cannot
get a good angle on the back corner of the house –
the four combat support personnel get out of the
vehicle and enter the alleyway in combat formation
to cover the sewer entrance. The three medical
technicians remain in the vehicle, and are prepared to
leave – they seal themselves inside the Citymaster.
Please see note at the end of this section!
The HTR team points weapons on the runners and
ask them to release the man. They say he needs
immediate assistance, and that they can legally open
fire on them if they don’t comply.
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-

-

-

-

The runners have a chance to reply before the
DocWagon team gets aggressive. Their work is to get
Jimbo at all cost, and they won’t sit around and
attempt to negotiate for long. However, if the runners
find a very creative plan, it would be possible to talk
their way out. Note that the HTR team is already
suspicious, as no normal call was noted on their
radios and they are not receiving any signal from the
customer (Jimbo). They received their orders directly
from someone higher up in the company, but they
don’t know who – this in itself is suspicious and
makes the HTR team wonder what is going on.
Sharp runners that make a DocWagon Procedures (4)
roll will be able to identify this breach of protocol.
After a few seconds, if the runners do not attempt to
negotiate, the leader will start a countdown when the
rest are ordered to shoot after.
The HTR team shoots gel rounds at the runners.
Reinforcements are called (two more teams, another
Citymaster including mage support and an aerial
team, which replaces the Citymaster with a modified
WK-2 Stallion helicopter) which will arrive in ten
combat turns.
Jimbo will give up on this nonsense and attempt to
escape into the sewers.

If the DocWagon team wins the fight, they will take
Jimbo, dead or alive, and bring him back to Fort Lewis. The
mission should be considered a failure. Note that Rose Croix
can’t do anything even with the proof gathered if they don’t
have their eye witness. This is the same if Jimbo dies in the
fight.
Note (NeoAnarchist’s Guide to Real Life , pg. 100)
“All DocWagon vehicles are designed so that the
patient compartment is separate from the driver’s or
pilot’s compartment. When DocWagon personnel
leave their vehicle unattended, they lock all doors
with built-in maglocks.
The patient compartment is secured with a
thumbprint scanner (Rating 5), and a Rating 6
palmprint scanner secures the driver’s compartment.
Built “smart” enough to detect if the owner of the
thumb or palm is dead (but not unconscious), or if the
extremity is no longer attached to its owner, the lock
will not open to attempts under these circumstances.
If a character attempts to bypass one of these
locks and fails, the system automatically transmits a
warning to the transceivers worn by the DocWagon
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team to inform them that their vehicle is under
attack.”

Pushing the envelope
Easy, adjust the stats of the response team and have all
three teams (two ground teams and one aerial team) respond
on the initial call. Tyler’s source will also have told him about
the characters accompanying Jimbo, and after some quick
assumptions, will tell the HTR team to assume the runners
have magical support and intend on sacrificing Jimbo (the
client).

If you started the combat, but find that it is taking too
long, have the main DocWagon office recall the HTR team(s).
After all, Devon overstepped his rights in using the HTR team
as “backup runners”. The HTR team will simply stop the
attack when they get the message and leave – let the team
ponder this mysterious development. Those that may have
DocWagon frequencies monitored will hear the recall
message.

Debugging
The big thing to worry about here is time. Combat always
takes time, and this is the next to last scene. If it appears that
you are running short on time and will not be able to do this
scenario, then go ahead and have the characters and Jimbo
escape from the sewers without incident. As they are making
their way to the meeting with their Johnson, have the HTR
team pull up next to the house and rush towards the sewers.
Don’t let the team pursue them – just describe how they
narrowly escaped an attack.
If the runners attack the HTR team, it is not necessary to
kill the crew. Also, you should attempt to prevent the
characters from taking the vehicle or any of the gear – it
should be expressed to the players that their characters need to
get Jimbo out of the area and to the meeting. Also note that
standard DocWagon procedure is to deny access to the vehicle
– as noted above, the technicians have remained in the vehicle
and if things turn bad, they will leave the scene. There is also
an emergency cutoff switch on the engine and fuel system
which the technicians will engage should the runners manage
to stop or otherwise take over the vehicle. Have an aerial unit,
advance spirits, or whatever forces are necessary show up to
prevent the runners from poaching the bodies. Simple
weapons and basic gear are one thing, but they should not
have the time to get armor or anything in the vehicle. Take
note of the notes involved in the Cast of Shadows section for
HTR teams.
Please note that the HTR team is currently armed with gel
rounds, and therefore should not seriously injure or kill a
runner. Also, remember that they are somewhat suspicious
about this retrieval mission – something just doesn’t seem
right about it – as mentioned, if the runners attempt to
parley/negotiate, the HTR team will hear them out. If
convinced that Jimbo is NOT a client and is not in danger, the
HTR team will stand down and/or retreat.
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Picking Up The Pieces
What’s up, chummer?
If the team managed to win the fight (either by escaping
or defeating the HTR team) and Jimbo stays alive, they will
have to call their Johnson. He will meet them as soon as
possible at Rosie’s restaurant.

Tell it to them straight
Without further incident, Mr. Johnson meets with your
team and Jimbo. “Ah, excellent work. I’m sure my superiors
will be most pleased.” He stands and offers his hand, along
with the balance of your agreed payment.
Jimbo turns towards you. “Thank you for all you’ve done.
I assure you, the Raikun will get their revenge for today’s
tragedy. We have always remained neutral – as long as no one
bothered us, we bothered no one. That is about to change. I
wish you luck.”
If the runners also managed to recover any data
implicating Devon Tyler and/or DocWagon in this tragedy,
Mr. Johnson will pay each runner a bonus of 1,000 ¥ per level.

AWARDING KARMA
Award individual Karma according to the guidelines on p.
244, SR3. No more than THREE points of individual Karma
should be awarded. Team Karma is awarded as follows:
Jimbo is recovered relatively uninjured
(less than Serious wounds) and before 5pm

2

Jimbo is recovered, but unconscious or
Seriously injured, or after 5pm

1

Recovering any datafiles implicating DocWagon’s
involvement (and Devon Tylor) in this tragedy

1

Therefore, each character can earn a MAXIMUM of 5 Good
Karma for this adventure, 2 from the adventure, plus an
additional 3 for exceptional roleplaying, tactics, et cetera as
outlined in SR3.
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The Attackers

LEGWORK
The runners may wish to take the time to get in touch with
their contacts in order to determine more information about
various events, people, gangs, or subjects overall. Each section
has a listing of the appropriate archetype contact to be used,
and the base target number for the appropriate Etiquette skill
roll. The runner will learn an amount of information based on
the total number of successes from this test. Learning
information at one level includes learning the information for
any lower levels as well.

The Attack (a street level perspective)
Appropriate contact: Any street contact (5), Any Redmond
Barrens contact (4)
0 “Good for them. Attacks happens everyday.”
1 “Heard of it a bit. A small tribal clan was entirely killed.”
2 “Oh yeah... The Raikun... Don't know why they deserved
this attack”
3 “Heard someone broke into the encampment and brutally
extracted organs on the Raikun. About two thirds of the
tribe died in the attack.”
4 “There were some survivors, though. About a dozen, I
heard. They all left the encampment in their VW van.”

The Attack (the corporate view)

Appropriate contact: Any street contact (5), Any Redmond
Barrens contact (4)
0 “That could be anyone. Now scram.”
1 “These are obviously shadowrunners.”
2 “They aren't very professional. If they wanted organs,
they should have attacked isolated individuals in random
areas, not an entire tribe!”
3

“If there were any survivors, you can be sure they are
already trying to find them to finish the job.”

4

“I know these guys. The Doom Squad. They have been
known to do wetwork and other jobs like this one.”

Doom Squad
Appropriate contact: Fixer, Any Shadows contact (4)
0 “Silly name, eh!”
1 “Not very known on the streets. Mostly an in-house
‘runner team, working for a select group of people.”
2 “They are pretty old-school. Not a very diverse
shadowrunning team. No mages, no deckers, no riggers.
Only hard hitters, mostly retired mercs that couldn’t cut it
in a military style mercenary unit.”
3 “They have exclusively worked for DocWagon in the
past, especially for training some of their HTR teams.
Their loyalty to their employer is flawless.”
4 “If they learn that you're on your way, you're toast. They
certainly won’t give you a chance to get in a surprise
attack – that’s their specialty.”

Appropriate contact: Any corporate contact (5), Medical
contact (4)
0 “Poor SINless. May they rest in peace.”
1 “Definitely an organ theft case.”
2 “Organ thefts aren’t unheard of in the poorer areas of the
city. However, they are highly immoral and illegal.”
3 “This isn't a case of black market dealings. It’s too largescaled.”
4 “If you want to vat-grow new organs, it takes time.
Getting donor organs are sometimes the only viable
alternative. Obviously, you have to find a compatible
donor, so you’d want a good cross section to select from.”
5 “I’m not the amazing Kreskin, but I’d bet on DocWagon.
The word is out that recently their donor organ stocks and
vat-grown tissues were destroyed or stolen. Bad business
for them.”
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CAST OF SHADOWS
Some NPCs may be adjusted based on the composition of
the player characters at the table. To reflect this adjustment, a
value known as the Table Rating (TR) is used. The TR value
can be used to increase the number of opponents, various
attributes, skills, or pools, or whatever else is necessary to
pose a challenge to the player characters.
The TR value can be determined by the predominate
makeup of the table’s characters, or by finding the average of
all the characters by adding up their Total Career Good Karma
and dividing by the number of players. Then consult the chart
below to determine the class of the table based on where the
average Karma fits.
The TR value is based on the following:
TR
1
2
3
4
5
6

Class
Green
Streetwise
Professional
Veteran
Elite
Prime Runner

Karma Range
0 - 19
20 - 49
50 - 89
90 - 149
150 - 249
250 +

If the characters have appropriated any gear, the fence
value is shown for each item. This is the base price that a fixer
or fence will offer for the item, which can be modified by
standard Negotiation tests. Note that if characters desire to
keep the gear, they do not need to annotate anything special on
the Debriefing Log if it is something that can be readily
purchased during character creation. Exceptions to this would
be drones, vehicles, or other special/unusual items.
Exceptional items will be listed already on the Debriefing Log
for the GM to sign.

Vincent Capello / Mr. Johnson
Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
3
3
3
4
5
4
4
4.6
Initiative: 4 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 6
Karma 3
Pro Rating: 2
Active Skills (Relevant):
Etiquette 5 (Corp 7), Negotiation 4, Pistols 2
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Corp Background 4, Shadowrunners 1, Street Background 1
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
Datajack, Chipjack
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
None
Armor (3/0): Secure clothing (3/ 0)
Weapons: Fichetti Security 500 (6L)(75 ¥)
Gear :
Pocket Secretary (400 ¥), Gold ID Credstick (Vincent Capello,
balance 42,752 ¥), Rolex wristwatch (500 ¥)
Vincent “Vinny” Capello was hired on from a local
corporation to help build the Rose Croix corporation. He was
hand picked by Walter Broward, the CEO. Capello does not
know why Broward hired him, or how he learned of him and
his talents. During his interview with Broward, it was
discovered that Vinny wished to become more involved with
the inner workings of the corporation, but from the covert side
of things. Vinny wanted to become a Mr. Johnson and deal
with shadowrunners and the exciting life it could bring.
Broward has decided to give Vinny his chance, and this is
the first assignment for the determined executive.

Note that these NPCs are NOT player characters and
therefore may or may not conform to established character
generation rules. GMs may feel free to add any skills,
cyber/bioware, spells, talents, or gear necessary to advance the
story. NPCs listed here are given the relevant skills and
abilities to fit them to this adventure at the time of writing.
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“Jimbo”, Leader of the Raikun

“Kip”, Spiritual Leader of the Raikun

Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
5
4
4
5
5
4
4
1.0
Initiative: 4 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 6
Karma 5
Pro Rating: 3
Active Skills (Relevant):
Etiquette 5 (Street 7), Negotiation 4, Pistols 3, Clubs 4
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Gang Identification 4, Gang Turf 4, Street Background 5
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
None
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
None
Armor (0/0): None
Weapons: Boot Knife (4L) (10 ¥)
Gear :
None

Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
1
2
1
5
4
6
3
5.0
Initiative: 3 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 6
Spell 5
Karma 8
Pro Rating: 3
Active Skills (Relevant):
Etiquette 5 (Street 7), Sorcery 5, Conjuring 5, Enchanting 3
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Fungus 3, Junk Value 3, Scrounging 4
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
None
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
+2 Detection/Illusion spells; -1 Combat spells; +2 Spirits of
Man; Analyze Device 3, Catalog 4, Chaotic World 5, Magic
Fingers 4, Heal 5, Flamethrower 3
Armor (0/0): None
Weapons: None
Gear :
Satchel of odd plants/herbs/fungus (0 ¥), 4 doses of Spirit
Strength (1,000 ¥/dose)

At the age of 28, Jimbo has been the leader of the Raikun
for about six years. He is one of the younger chiefs in the
tribe’s short history, but has lead through strength and wisdom
and an unswerving commitment to the tribe. He ensures that
the tribe stays neutral and on good terms with everyone. This
is why he will not commit to becoming a contact for anyone –
nor allow anyone else in the tribe to do so. Becoming a contact
could be seen as “choosing a side” or otherwise aligning with
outside forces which could endanger their precarious position.
Jimbo will see that everyone receives a friendly welcome
at the tribe, although guarded. If asked any questions, they will
share whatever information they have if they are paid
appropriately.
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“Kip” has been the spiritual leader of the Raikun almost
since the start of the tribe. He is very small for a human, and
this is accentuated by his rickety form which is bent over all
the time. He usually speaks in a gravelly voice, and whatever
he says makes some people think he has “a nut or two loose.”
Kip has begun to feel his advancing years – he has lost
some of his life force to various magical battles, toxins,
pollutants, viruses, and other challenges that has come up in
his long life. His body is now frail and weak, but his mind is
still strong, even though most think he is a little whacked.
He has begun teaching Mindy, Jimbo’s younger sister, in
the ways of Rat – he realizes that he does not have much time
left, and she will carry on his tradition and partnership with
Rat.
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Mindy, Rat Shaman

Luxi, Tech-Wiz

Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
3
5
3
4
5
4
5
6.0
Initiative: 5 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 7
Spell 2
Karma 2
Pro Rating: 2
Active Skills (Relevant):
Etiquette 3 (Street 5), Sorcery 2, Conjuring 3
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Gang Identification 3, Street Background 3
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
None
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
+2 Detection/Illusion spells; -1 Combat spells; +2 Spirits of
Man; Analyze Device 3, Chaotic World 3, Magic Fingers 4,
Silence 3, Heal 2
Armor (0/1): Heavy cloak (0/1)(25 ¥)
Weapons: None
Gear : None

Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
3
4
3
3
6
3
5
1.0
Initiative: 5 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 6
Karma 2
Pro Rating: 1
Active Skills (Relevant):
Etiquette 2 (Street 4), Computer 2, Electronics 3, Computer
B/R 2, Electronics B/R 3
Knowledg e Skills (Relevant):
Matrix Jackpoints 3, Electronics Background 4
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
None
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
None
Armor (0/0): None
Weapons: None
Gear :
Portable computer 200Mp (500 ¥), Electrode rig (50 ¥),
Electronics toolkit (250 ¥)

Mindy is Jimbo’s younger sister, and she has been
working with Kip to learn about Rat and the various magics
that help keep the tribe going.
Mindy also deals with some of the other area tribes and
people in the area, especially when sent on some errand for
Kip. As a result, she is beginning to suspect that Rat is not all
that he claims, and that he/she/it may be just another spirit that
has duped Kip and the tribe into worshipping him so that he
can gain power. She has not voiced her opinions to anyone
yet, but is just waiting to learn more before acting. She feels
that she will soon be stronger than Kip and will discover the
truth. The problem is, does she bring this information to the
rest of the tribe, or will she try to bargain further with the
spirit?
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Luxi, short for Luxury, because his parents used to say
that having him was the biggest luxury they had living in the
Barrens. He was always liked by the others in the tribe, and is
one of the few that has been fortunate enough to have any sort
of formal education. He is a quick study and is the best person
in the tribe to deal with anything electrical. He helps scour the
odds and ends that the other tribe members bring in to try and
scrounge for any usable electronic chips / parts that can be
sold for supporting the tribe. He is currently saving up for a
datajack so that he can begin to use the matrix more
effectively than with the poor portable computer and jury
rigged ‘trode net.
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Raikun Tribe Member

“Rat”, Trickster City Free Spirit

Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
1.0
Initiative: 2 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 3
Karma 1
Pro Rating: 1
Active Skills (Relevant):
Etiquette 1 (Street 3)
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Gang Identification 2, Street Background 2, Scrounge 5
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
None
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
None
Armor (0/0): None
Weapons: None
Gear : None

Attributes*
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
4 5 (x3) 1
3
3
3
4
3.0
Initiative: 23 + TR + 1D6 (Astral) / 14 + 1D6 (Physical)
Pools: Combat (11+TR)/2
Karma 3
Pro Rating: 4
Force Rating: 3
Spirit Energy: TR
Active Skills (Relevant):
None
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
None
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
None
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
Animal Form, Sorcery, Accident, Concealment, Confusion,
Fear, Guard, Materialization, Search
Armor (3/1): None, based on Force + Spirit Energy
Weapons: None, Melee Damage (1+TR)M
Gear :
None

The Raikun is an urban tribe that had a small encampment
in the Redmond Barrens before the Doom Squad’s brutal
attack. They make their living by scavenging the Barrens in
the surrounding area for various odds and ends – if they think
they can scavenge it and repair it, or break it apart into smaller
parts or even scrap metal, they will take it.

*Remember to add the TR (Spirit Energy) to each
Attribute .
“Rat” is a trickster city free spirit. After “awakening”
from his confinement as a servant of another city Rat shaman,
“Rat” traveled about the Barrens for a time, learning
everything about how the streets worked and the various
dynamics of the metahumans that inhabited it. He eventually
came across a group of struggling squatters that were being
besieged by gangs, competing squatters, and the forces of the
city itself. A Rat shaman in the group began to summon a city
spirit, and “Rat” saw an opportunity. He appeared before the
conjuring was totally finished, and pretended to be the spirit
called. After performing the task set before him, he returned
later in the form of a ghostly rat, tricking the shaman into
thinking he was the totem itself. The shaman fell for the ruse,
and ever since has been working to have the tribe worship him
and donate karma occasionally to build his powers.
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“Doom Squad”, Shadowrunner Team
Member
Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
4(5) 5(7) 5(7)
3
5
4
6 (8)
0.4
Initiative: 6 + 1D6 (8 + 2D6)
Pools: Combat 8
Karma TR
Pro Rating: 4
Active Skills (Relevant):
Etiquette 5 (Corp 7), Negotiation 4, Pistols 5, SMG 6, Biotech
4, Stealth 5
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Corp Background 4, Mercenary Background 4
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
Datajack, Bone Lacing (Plastic), Cybereyes (Thermo, Flare
Comp), Muscle Replacement 2, Smartlink 2, Wired Reflexes
1, Enhanced Articulation
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
None
Armor (5/3): Secure Jacket (5/3)(200 ¥)
Weapons: HK 227-S SM G (7M)(250 ¥)
Gear :
Commlink (Rating 2)(200 ¥), Certified Credstick (balance
2,000 ¥), Flashlight (10 ¥), Scalpel (50 ¥)
The Doom Squad is a team of former mercenaries that for
one reason or another, could not make it in a traditional
military unit. These men have come together in the Seattle
metroplex, and hire themselves out to various customers. They
have a small client list, including DocWagon, but each one
pays well and they are not spread too thin.
They are very light on specialists such as mages, deckers,
or riggers. Those few that do belong to the Doom Squad are
usually senior officers that are only seen during consulting
agreements and training sessions.
The Doom Squad is extremely loyal to their benefactors,
and will undertake missions that many traditional
shadowrunners will not, such as wetwork and as seen in this
case, organ legging.

DocWagon HTR Team Member
Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
4(5) 5(7) 4(6)
2
3
4
4 (8)
0.7
Initiative: 6 + 1D6 (8 + 3D6)
Pools: Combat 8
Karma 3
Pro Rating: 3
Active Skills (Relevant):
Car 2, Biotech 2, Negotiation 3, Pistols 4, Assault Rifle 6,
Thrown Weapon (Non Aerodynamic) 4 (6)
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Medicine 2, DocWagon Procedures 4
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
Datajack, Bone Lacing (Plastic)(Alpha), Cybereyes (Thermo,
Flare Comp), Muscle Replacement (Alpha) 2, Smartlink 2,
Wired Reflexes (Alpha) 2, Enhanced Articulation
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
None
Armor (7/6): Light Security Armor (6/4)(2,500 ¥) w/ Helmet
(+1/+2)(75 ¥)
Weapons: AK-98 Assault Rifle (6M Stun - gel)(750 ¥), 1
Concussion Grenade (12M Stun)(10 ¥), 2 Flash Grenades (10
¥), 2 Neuro-Stun Gas Grenade (6D Stun)(20 ¥), 1 IR Smoke
Grenade (10 ¥)
Gear :
Commlink (Rating 2)(200 ¥), Silver ID Credstick (Individual
names, balance 1D6 x 1,000 ¥ )
DocWagon High Threat Response (HTR) teams are very
highly trained. Many of them come from military units or even
occasionally from the shadows. Using standard military
training methods and procedures, they work together to escort
medical technicians in the field and extract clients, if
necessary.
NOTE: One tactic they have adopted is to leave a
technician on board the transport vehicle. This is because of
repeated attempts to lure an HTR team out to a site and then
jump the team, boarding their vehicle, and stealing either the
vehicle or most of the contents. It is very difficult to do so
now, as the driver will remotely close and lock any vehicle
doors.

See Rigger 3 for statistics on DocWagon modified
Citymaster and Hughes WK-2 Stallion if required.
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